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Introduction on where we stand today! 

Arriva started with the implementation of ETCS in 2020 in their Limburg FLIRT train fleet. 

In 2022 the first refitted trains will enter back into the operation, starting with the 3-country 
train line from Belgium via Maastricht to Aachen. 

In addition to that in 2021 the agreement was signed to add the Northern Lines to the project 
scope, extending the implementation with another 70 trainsets. 



Introduction on where we stand today! 

Today I will give a short insight on our experiences so far on the implementation from a regional 
transporter perspective

And also today, 

I am Michiel Cusell, member of the Arriva Netherlands Management Team and responsible of 
the franchise of Limburg. From a NL perspective I am also responsible of the ETCS 
implementation and proud business owner of our Corporate Social Responsibility portfolio! 



About Arriva

Arriva is one of the leading providers of passenger 
transport in Europe, employing over 53,000 people and 
delivering 2 billion passenger journeys a year across 14 
European countries.

Our services include local buses (scheduled and 
demand-responsive); inter-urban commuter coaches; 
local, regional and national train services; trams and light 
rail; waterbuses, and non-emergency patient transport. 

We are part of Deutsche Bahn (DB), one of the world’s 
leading passenger and logistics companies, and are 
responsible for DB's regional passenger transport services 
outside Germany.
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This is where we operate



Nationwide program versus regional approach

Objectives we all share
- From a strategic perspective it is crucial to keep all stakeholders together. We all strive the same goals like a 

more efficient use of the rail track, possible use of Automatic Train Operation in the near future and to make us 
all ready for future growth of passengers. 

- This the story we are all aware of. It is important! 

Where we differ as Arriva
- We are not organised to scale up in the way the program is built up with other stakeholders within the central 

ERTMS team. It is a balancing act between taking care of our interests with a small core team and taking good 
care of the nationwide objectives together. 

- So we need to take care of our resources but we also need to take care of our regional specific key elements. 
This is difficult, but as long we are one team nationwide we can take good care of our part. 



Where it all started: RE 18 Liège – Maastricht – Aachen
Historical context
- Part of the Limburg franchise is the development of the 8 Stadler Flirt 3 C 

trains to operate the RE18 (Aachen – Maastricht – Liége)
- Since December 2018 these trains operate, the trains were ERTMS 

ready at that point in time ERTMS but the final refit is in progress right 
now! 

- We have a very good, intense and close relation with our trains 
supplier STADLER AG and it is needed. It is complex! 

This is the story where we are all more or less are aware of, but there is more! 



The new heroes! 

New technology makes new heroes! 
- To make sure we develop the best user interface we ask our train drivers to give feedback and test new settings
- They are the ambassadors of the future!  
- So it is not (only ☺) about us here today, it is about how to involve and listen to the real heroes to make sure 

we are taking care of a smooth shift towards the future. 
- It is about the awareness of all us to take good care of our customers and our heroes! 


